
 
 

 

  
 

 

   
  

 

   
 

 
 

               

                  

                
    

 
             

            

           

         

            

                  
             

 

 

How does Carter Elementary Handle Bullying?
WHAT IS A 

Definition: An overbearing person who habitually 
badgers and intimidates smaller or weaker people 

First we must ask: Is the situation bullying? 

No - This is usually dealt with on an individual basis by classroom teacher or recess aid (in 
some circumstances an office visit is required). 

- Example: rough physical play, use of inappropriate words, vandalism etc. 

Yes - Classroom teachers use many "tools" to help combat issues including classroom 
management strategies, rearranging seats, assigning partners, or addressing issues directly 
(individually or whole class). Teachers also may refer students to the office. When sent to the office 
students will see one of three people: 

○ Mrs. Jackson - primarily deals with discipline and may handle issues in a variety of ways 

○ Mr. Garza - may deal with discipline issues in place of Mrs. Jackson when she is predisposed 

○ Ms. Rendon - meets with students to help repair friendships or learn better ways to handle feelings 

and help restore emotions 

How is bullying prevented at Carter? 

Classroom Culture Building - Teachers incorporate lessons on how to appropriately interact with one another 

Character Development Classes - Explicit instruction of character traits and essential social skills 

School Culture Building - Staff setting examples by interactions with colleagues and students 

PBiS - Schoolwide Positive Behavior Interventions & Supports Initiative 

Positive Behavior Recognition - Staff constantly identifies and recognize students for positive actions 

Peer Pals - A coaching model that teaches students how to set good examples and demonstrate patience when 
working with others. This model also encourages students to celebrate diversity. 


